
San Diego, CA – AP Precision Metals Inc. strives to provide the best sheet metal shops in San Diego with 

very comprehensive solutions. Their combination of skills means that they manufacture tailored 

equipment through their personal expertise of how it must work and thus how it must be made. 

 

 

Established in 1998, AP Precision Metals, Inc. was founded by Victor Miller and Lane Litke out of a 

necessity for dependable metal products for their growing robotics firms. Because of their focus on 

reliability and quality, the company has significantly expanded its customer base and now, they have 

preserved their founding code “to be a stable, long-term precision metal fabricator for small and 

medium-sized business in the region.” 

For 20 years, AP Precision Metals Inc. has led the laser cutting San Diego and powder coating San Diego 

industry, continuously offering their clients with exceptional work and exceeding their expectations at 

all times. Their craftsmen acquire the hands-on skills and knowledge essential to create the best sheet 

metal fabrications, from custom sheet metal work, sheet metal roof ornaments and much more like 

 

Precision Metal Fabrication 

Plate Cutting 

Laser Cutting 

Welding 

Powder Coating service 

Contract manufacturing San Diego 

Sheet Metal Contractor and more 

 

Furthermore, their team is always excited to take new, innovative and unique projects, which they have 

never encountered before. If a client prefers a customer ornamental sheet metal fabrication made from 

trash, they will work with them to guarantee the picture becomes reality. They have zero employee 

turnover and their work environment and family ownership is the center to their own success 
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They claimed that their generous sharing model ensures that every employee is directly connected to 

the growth of the entire company. Thus, their team has a personal stake in the level of the quality of the 

parts they create, the success of their clients as well as the long-term success of their business. 

 



According to their website, “AP Precision sources its materials and outside services from highest-

standard American and Southern California companies. We confidently stand by the quality of our 

products and the materials put into them.” 

 

AP Precisions Metals Inc.’s boasts that their highly experienced master craftsmen utilize only 

architectural-grade materials and unique designs to create projects, which reflect the picture their client 

wishes to portray. 

 

The company is headquartered in San Diego and served the majority of Southern California businesses 

along with international customer bases. While most of their rivals have traveled some or most of their 

fabrication works to Mexico for raised profit margins, AP Precision Metals Inc. is proud to continue 

offering both high-quality jobs and highest quality products to the residents of San Diego and American 

corporations. 

 

To get to know more about AP Precision Metals Inc., check out the gallery of their fabrication shop by 

visiting their official website at  

https://apprecision.com/. 
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